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History:   

To discover things about prehistory, archaeologists and historians study objects that they find 

from the past. In this lesson we will look at some of these artefacts and try and work out what 

clues they give us about how people lived.  Click the link below, it might inspire you to become 

an archaeologist! 

how archeologists find out about the stone age through artefacts 

Numeracy  

More time work today.  Look at the lesson in you pack, it is all about telling the time at 5 

minute intervals.   

  

 

Literacy:   

Yesterday, you looked at the direct speech in chapter 5 of Charlotte’s Web.  Did you notice 

lots of different words that the author used instead of said and did you make a list of them? 

Check your list now or, if you didn’t make one, look back in the extract from the book and find 

where you highlighted them.  Look at the sheet in today’s learning.  Your job here is to think of 

interesting alternatives for the word said to add to these sentences.  Think about how the 

character might be speaking.  Here is a list of suggestions for you to try, there are lots more 

you can use though! 

Exclaimed shouted whispered yelled cried sighed asked hollered warned answered directed 

Challenge:  Look at your work about alternatives to said.  Around the words that the character 

is saying in each sentence are written speech marks or inverted commas.  Look below to spot 

them! 

“Look at the marks around these words,” said Mrs Booth “They are called speech marks or 

inverted commas.  Can you see them?”  Ask for support spotting the speech marks here and 

then go speech marks spotting!  How many speech marks can you spot in different texts?  

Look at how they are used and the things that are being said.  Happy hunting!! 

Good morning!  How are you today? I hope you are feeling well. 

Here is your work for today. 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/what-can-artefacts-from-the-stone-age-tell-us-about-how-people-lived-during-the-different-periods-6wtk8c

